
Rolf Auf der Maur (RAM@vischer.com) is a partner at VISCHER, one of the leading Swiss law firms with 

offices in the main commercial centers of Zurich and Basel. He is head of the IP/IT practice group. He 

studied at Zurich University and the University of California, Los Angeles, and published his thesis in the 

area of copyright law. Before beginning his career as a lawyer in 1991, he was an entrepreneur in the IT 

and media sector and a journalist. As early as 1994, he began advising clients on Internet-related legal 

matters. The global communication network and the converging industries (IT, media, and 

telecommunications) remain his core interests and practice areas. Auf der Maur advises leading 

international and Swiss corporations in the media, telecommunications, and IT sectors in litigious and 

advisory matters as well as in regulatory affairs. Auf der Maur is also the vice president of the executive 

board of the Simsa Swiss Interactive Media and Software Association (the Swiss Internet industry 

organization) and a member of the board of the International Association of Entertainment Lawyers. He 

serves as a vice chair of the Technology Law Committee of the International Bar Association. He speaks 

and publishes regularly on IT and media-related legal issues and takes part actively in the further 

development of the Swiss regulatory environment for the converging industries. 

Lincoln Bandlow (lincoln@bandlowlaw.com) focuses his practice on sophisticated media, First 

Amendment, intellectual property and other entertainment-related litigation matters, and has a 

particular expertise in documentary and news clearance issues. He represents clients in the motion 

picture, television, publishing, broadcasting, Internet and advertising fields. In addition, Lincoln 

represents several of the principal underwriters for the media and entertainment industry. An 

experienced trial attorney, he has tried cases in both state and federal courts for matters involving 

Copyright Infringement; Defamation; Right of Publicity; Right of Privacy, Trademark Infringement and 

Contractual matters. He also serves as clearance counsel for studios, documentary filmmakers, 

publishers and other entities and individuals in the entertainment and media industries. 

Joan Barata (jbarata@law.stanford.edu) is an international expert in freedom of expression, freedom of 

information and media regulation. As a scholar, he has spoken and done extensive research in these 

areas, working and collaborating with various universities and academic centers, from Asia to Africa and 

America, authoring papers, articles and books, and addressing specialized Parliament committees. He 

was Principal Adviser to the Representative on Freedom of the Media at the Organization for Security 

and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), as well as Secretary General of the Catalan Audio-Visual Council in 

Spain, while also being a member of the Secretariat of the Mediterranean Network of Regulatory 

Authorities. As an international expert, Joan has provided advice to international organizations, NGOs, 

Governments, legislators and regulators in most regions of the world, including Africa, Asia and Latin 

America. 

Peter Bartlett (peter.bartlett@minterellison.com) is the National Head of MinterEllison’s Media and 

Communications Group and is an acknowledged industry luminary supported by a growing team of 

partners and senior lawyers. Peter is a past Chair of the Media Committee of the International Bar 

Association, a past Chair of the Media and Communications Committee of Law Council of Australia, a 

past Chair of the Communications & Technology Section of LAWASIA and a past Chair of the Defamation 

Committee of the Law Institute of Victoria. He presently Chairs the Melbourne University Centre for 

Advancing Journalism Advisory Board and serves on the International Committee and the Ethics 

Committee of the New York based Media Law Resource Centre. He is also the Deputy Chair of the Legal 

Practice Division of the International Bar Association. The MinterEllison Media Team has been ranked 

Tier 1 in every international directory. MinterEllison are trusted advisers to international media 



companies as well as Australia’s leading mainstream and online publishers, including Nine 

Entertainment (formerly Fairfax Media Limited), Bloomberg, BuzzFeed, CNN, Private Media, the ABC, 

BBC, SBS, the New Yorker and the New York Times. MinterEllison provides the full spectrum of media 

law advice, transaction and litigation support. 

Barbora Bukovska (barbora@article19.org) is a Senior Director for Law and Policy at ARTICLE 19, a 

leading international freedom of expression organization. In this capacity, she leads on development of 

ARTICLE 19 policies and provides legal oversight and support to all legal work of the organization. 

Barbora has extensive experience working with various organisations on a range of human rights issues, 

including protection from discrimination, access to justice, deprivation of liberty, reproductive rights and 

community development, including litigation at the European Court of Human Rights. She graduated 

from the Law School of Charles University in Prague and has earned a doctorate degree in law in 

Slovakia and an LLM degree from Harvard Law School. In 1998 and 1999, she was a visiting scholar at the 

Columbia University Law School in New York. Barbora has published widely on human rights issues and 

is qualified to practice law in the state of New York and in the Czech Republic. 

Steven De Schrijver (sds@astrealaw.be) is a partner at Astrea, an independent law firm with 10 partners 

and more than thirty-five specialist and experienced lawyers, spread between offices in Antwerp and 

Brussels. De Schrijver has concentrated his practice on corporate transactions and information 

technology. De Schrijver advises Belgian and foreign companies, banks, and investment funds on 

mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures, corporate restructuring, financing of acquisitions, private 

equity, and venture capital. His work in the area of corporate transactions has involved him in several 

national and cross- border transactions in the telecom, IT, biotech, petrochemical, and cement sectors. 

In addition, De Schrijver has handled numerous complex commercial agreements and projects dealing 

with new technologies (e-commerce, software licensing, website development and hosting, privacy law, 

technology transfers, digital signatures, IT-outsourcing). For instance, he has coordinated several pan-

European data protection compliance programs. De Schrijver received his JD (magna cum laude) from 

the University of Antwerp (Belgium) in 1992 and received an LLM from the University of Virginia School 

of Law in 1993. 

H.R. Dipendra (dipendra@kdj-law.com) is an advocate and solicitor with an active practice in Kuala 

Lumpur, Malaysia. He graduated with an LLB (Hons) from the University of London in 1997 and an LLM 

from the London School of Economics and Political Science in 1999. He has been in active practice since 

2000 with the firm Koh Dipendra Jeremiah Law. Dipendra was the Chairman of the Kuala Lumpur State 

Bar Committee in 2013 to 2015 and is a member of, among others, the Malaysian Bar Council Human 

Rights Committee. Between 2008-2013, he led the South East Asia Media Defense working group, a 

coalition of lawyers and academics all of them sharing a common and determined belief in protecting 

the freedom of expression and media defense. 

Leonardo Ferreira (leferrei@fiu.edu) is Professor of the College of Communication, Architecture and the 

Arts (CARTA) at Florida International University. Ferreira is also Director of the Andean Studies Program 

of Excellence (ASPE) at the FIU Kimberly Green Latin American and Caribbean Center. A mass media 

Ph.D. graduate from Michigan State University with a J.D. degree granted by the Universidad Nacional 

de Colombia Law School, Professor Ferreira is a specialist in the study of comparative communication 

law and ethics, Latin American media history, and journalism for social development including ethnic 

and community reporting. A legal consultant of the Grupo de Diarios América (GDA) and regular 



contributor to Latin American news media, Ferreira was a Martin Luther King- César Chávez-Rosa Parks 

Doctoral Fellow in the State of Michigan. He is currently working with the U.S. Department of State’s 

Spokespeople Training Workshops for Latin America and the Caribbean, and has served in UNESCO, 

UNICEF, the Organization of American States, the Development Bank of Latin America (CAF), the Inter 

American Press Association, the International Center of Higher Studies in Communication for Latin 

America (CIESPAL), Fleishman-Hillard, and the Dominican Republic’s Office of the First Lady plus 

FUNGLODE, among others. 

Dominique Mondoloni (dmondoloni@willkie.com) is a practicing avocat admitted to the Paris Bar, is a 

partner in the Litigation Department of Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP and a member of the Paris Bar 

Council. He has significant experience as a civil and commercial litigator. He has handled, notably for 

U.S. and European clients, matters involving French civil, commercial, and criminal law. He has 

developed an extensive experience in corporate- related disputes. He has acted for both defendants and 

plaintiffs in a number of libel cases and regularly assists U.S.-based media outlets in relation to French 

press law issues. He has authored a number of articles on issues involving French private international 

law, civil law, and bankruptcy law. 

Mori Hamada & Matsumoto (atsushi.okada@mhm-global.com) is a full-service international law firm 

based in Tokyo, with offices in Beijing and Shanghai. The firm has over 200 attorneys and a support staff 

of over 250, including legal assistants, translators, and secretaries. It is one of the largest full-service 

firms based in Japan and is particularly well- known for its work in the areas of mergers and acquisitions, 

finance, litigation, insolvency, and intellectual property. The firm was formed through the merger on 

December 1, 2002, of Mori Sogo and Hamada & Matsumoto, two well-established Tokyo-based firms. 

On July 1, 2005, the firm merged with Max Law Offices, a Tokyo-based firm with highly regarded 

expertise in the areas of copyrights, trademarks, and patents, as well as information technology, the 

Internet, media, and entertainment law. The firm’s senior lawyers include a number of highly respected 

practitioners and leaders in the Japanese and international legal community, including the current 

president of the Daini-Tokyo Bar Association, the former president of the Japan Federation of Bar 

Associations, the former president of the Tokyo Bar Association, the former secretary general of the 

Inter-Pacific Bar Association, and a prominent professor of law at the University of Tokyo. In addition, a 

former senior partner of the firm now sits on the Japanese Supreme Court. The firm has lawyers with 

primary legal qualification in Japan, the United States, the People’s Republic of China, and the 

Philippines. 

Peter Noorlander (peter.noorlander@gmail.com) is a renowned expert on international human rights 

law and policy, particularly on issues of digital rights and freedom of expression. A consultant to various 

entities, he was the Director of the Bertha Justice Initiative supervising dozens on free expression 

projects globally. He has worked in the human rights NGO sector for twenty years, during which he co-

founded and led the award- winning Media Legal Defence Initiative, advised governments and has 

advised governments and NGOs on law reform. Peter is also a prolific writer, having published widely in 

mainstream media as well as specialist publications, mainly on freedom of expression and media law. 

Anna Otkina (Anna.Otkina@dlapiper.com) is a partner in DLA Piper's Moscow office. She specializes in 

corporate, real estate and general commercial issues, and has assisted various international clients in 

advising on regulatory issues related to media operations, establishment of legal entities in the Russian 

Federation, corporate acquisitions, and due diligence exercises, as well as a wide range of commercial 



and real estate transactions. She has a law degree from the Moscow State Institute of International 

Relations and an LLM from each of the University of Georgia (USA) and the Free University of Brussels. 

Lutz Peschke obtained his Ph. D in Media Studies from the University of Bonn and worked for 20 years 

as head of the Department for Multimedia in Iserundschmidt GmbH—Agency for Science 

Communication in Bonn. Since 2018 he has been an assistant professor for Media and Communication 

Studies in the Department of Communication and Design at Bilkent University in Ankara, Turkey. He has 

taken part in many EU and Horizon 2020 projects on youth, education, migration, research integrity, 

science communication. He has published several books and many articles in national and international 

journals. He organized science festivals in different parts of Germany in cooperation with the Ministry of 

Education and Research and Ministry of Environment. His research interests are media studies, science 

communication, new media. 

Seldağ Güneş Peschke (seldag.peschke@gmx.net) was graduated from Ankara University Faculty of Law 

and completed her doctorate at Ankara University Institute of Social Sciences. In 1995 she began work in 

Privatization Administration as a lawyer. In 2009 she became associate professor in Gazi University 

Faculty of Law, and in February 2015 became a professor and Head of Comparative Law at the Ankara 

Yıldırım Beyazıt University Faculty of Law. Her practice areas include Social Media and Media Law, 

Personality Rights, Data Protection, Privacy, Research Integrity, Ethics, Comparative Private Law, Women 

Studies. 

Janmejay Rai (janmejayrai@yahoo.co.in) is a partner at August Legal and has a rich and varied 

experience of almost twenty years, spanning almost the entire gamut of legal services, including libel 

and intellectual property litigation and providing pro-active advice and pre-publication assistance for 

multination publishers, as well as serving other media interests in India. His primary focus has been 

advising foreign corporations including fortune 500 companies in establishing their business presence in 

India and compliance issues in diverse sectors such as Media and Broadcasting, Telecom, Information 

Technology, Automobiles, Financial Services, Retail and Chemicals. 

Marc J. Randazza (mjr@randazza.com) is a nationally-known First Amendment and intellectual property 

attorney working from his firm’s Las Vegas office as well as his correspondent firms’ offices in Turin, Italy 

and Paris, France. He worked as a journalist in Washington, DC, and Rome and Palermo, Italy, with 

sojourns on fishing vessels in Alaska, and oil tankers, tugboats, and freighters in the Caribbean and 

South Florida. After his journalist and mariner days, he attended Georgetown University Law Center, 

where he earned his Juris Doctor degree, and where he spent time clerking for the Supreme Court of 

Vermont and for Rydin Carlsten Advokatbyrå, a Stockholm-based intellectual property law firm. He later 

obtained his LL.M. in International Intellectual Property Law at Università degli Studi di Torino. His 

practice includes representation of publishers, bloggers, protesters, and other free speech cases as well 

as intellectual property litigation and transactions. His practice includes representation of Internet 

businesses with Section 230 protection and adult entertainment businesses. 

Fiona Robertson (f.robertson@tamimi.com) is Senior Counsel and Head of Media Practice at Al Tamimi 

& Co., one of the leading transnational law firms in the Middle East. Fiona is recognized globally for her 

knowledge of media and entertainment laws in the Middle East, as well as her understanding of the 

complexities of commercial practice in the extended media sector. She has worked in the region for 

more than a decade, providing legal advice to the region’s key broadcasters, local and international 

producers, global content platforms, music platforms and entities working at all levels of the media 



industry. Her practice also includes content regulatory issues in the region and has trained various 

government authorities in relation to their application and scope and provides advice on clearances of 

advertising and content for global and local brands. 

Brian MacLeod Rogers (brian@bmrlaw.ca) practices media law and litigation in Toronto, Canada, with 

an emphasis on libel, privacy, copyright, freedom of expression, and Internet- related issues. He 

represents writers, newspapers, magazines, book publishers, producers, broadcasters, and electronic 

media and has an extensive practice of prepublication/broadcast review. He has conducted hundreds of 

freedom of expression and libel cases and has appeared before all levels of courts, including the 

Supreme Court of Canada. He acted as counsel for a coalition of 51 international, U.S., and Canadian 

media-related organizations intervening in the Ontario Court of Appeal in Bangoura v. Washington Post 

on the issue of jurisdiction and Internet publication. He was founding president of Advocates in Defence 

of Expression in the Media (Ad IDEM, the Canadian media lawyers’ association) and the first Canadian 

member of the Defense Counsel Section, Media Law Resource Center, for which he co-authors annual 

surveys on Canadian libel and privacy laws. Rogers has authored and edited articles and books on media 

law, constitutional law, and civil litigation and co- founded the media law course at Ryerson University's 

School of Journalism. He has been peer-rated as "AV" by Martindale-Hubbell and "most frequently 

recommended" by Lexpert. He was graduated from Queen's University (Hons. BA) and University of 

Toronto (LLB) and was admitted to the Ontario Bar in 1979. 

Amy Kristin Sanders (amy.sanders@austin.utexas.edu) is a former journalist and a licensed attorney and 

associate professor. Before joining the faculty of the University of Texas at Austin, she taught for more 

than four years at Northwestern University’s campus in Doha, Qatar. Prior to that, she earned tenure at 

the University of Minnesota. Her research focuses on the intersection of law and new technology as it 

relates to media freedom. Specifically, she focuses on international and comparative media law and 

policy issues, including media freedom, Internet governance, social media and digital literacy. Sanders 

has authored more than 20 scholarly articles in numerous law reviews and mass communication 

journals. Her research has been funded by multiple grants, most recently from the Qatar National 

Research Fund. She is a co-author of the widely recognized casebook "First Amendment and the Fourth 

Estate: The Law of Mass Media", published by Foundation Press. In addition to her research, Sanders 

advises organizations on media law and policy issues. An expert witness and consultant to Fortune 500 

companies, Sanders advises international governments and law firms regarding regulatory proceedings, 

policy development and pending litigation. Sanders regularly speaks to media and civic groups about 

topics including media freedom, social media, media literacy and the impact of new technology on 

freedom of speech. 

Ori Shenhar (ori@har.law) is a partner in our firm, Hadad Roth Shenhar & Co., and a leader in the field 

of defamation law and commercial law. Ori is an expert in representing clients who are involved in 

complex media crises and in providing legal and regulatory support in the marketing and advertising 

field. Attorney Shenhar has more than 25 years of experience in providing legal counsel and guidance in 

various fields of law. In addition to being an authority in his areas of expertise, he provides a full range 

of services for the firm’s clients, alongside their business and corporate activities. Adv. Shenhar has 

worked in the past as a journalist and as legal advisor for dozens of investigative reporting programs and 

outstanding film documentaries that were broadcast on Israeli television channels. This background 

greatly contributes to his expertise and provides him with a significant advantage in representing clients 

who are facing a media crisis. Adv. Shenhar personally advises his clients on matters concerning their 



ongoing commercial activities and also represents his clients in various civil courts, including the Israeli 

Supreme Court. He is a well-known and skilled litigator who represents prominent Israeli and 

international companies, leading media outlets, journalists and public figures. Shenhar is licensed to 

practice law in Israel and in New York. 

Mark Stephens, C.B.E. (Mark.Stephens@howardkennedy.com) has been described by the Law Society 

Gazette as "the patron solicitor of previously lost causes." He has created a niche in international 

comparative media law and regulation. Stephens was appointed by the foreign secretary to the Foreign 

and Commonwealth Office free-expression advisory panel and is chair of the management board of the 

postgraduate Program in Comparative Media Law and Social Policy at Wolfson College, Oxford 

University. He is regularly asked to litigate privacy, free speech, and public interest issues around the 

globe (including the European Court of Human Rights and the Privy Council) and has given expert 

evidence before courts in three jurisdictions. He has litigated points arising from libel tourists visiting 

London and founding claims merely on the basis of Internet publication. As founding chair of the 

Internet Watch Foundation, Stephens has lectured for the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and the 

Department of Trade and Industry on Internet content control and regulation and has run courses and 

tutorials on media law and policy for the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association and World Bank 

Institute. He is also a regular commentator on legal matters in both print and electronic media. 

Tay Peng Cheng (pengcheng.tay@wongpartnership.com) is a partner in Wong Partnership. He has 

extensive experience in litigation and arbitration, encompassing corporate and commercial disputes, 

construction and civil engineering matters, insolvency, receivership and judicial management, and libel. 

Tay has acted for a division of a U.S.-based publishing house in a defamation suit commenced in 

Singapore pertaining to the publication of allegedly defamatory words in an online real-time electronic 

publication. Wong Partnership, a full-service law firm, is one of the largest firms in Singapore with more 

than 120 partners. In addition to its very highly regarded Litigation & Dispute Resolution Practice, 

Capital Markets, and Corporate departments, the firm offers specialized practices in China, India, 

Competition, and Intellectual Property. The firm has a Shanghai representative office, through which it 

has advised on a number of cross-border corporate and M&A transactions and represented parties in 

arbitrations held in China and Singapore. Wong Partnership also has a joint law venture in Singapore 

with Clifford Chance LLP, known as Clifford Chance Wong. 

Sinfah Tunsarawuth (sinfah.sf@gmail.com) is a widely-respected independent media lawyer based in 

Bangkok, Thailand. He teaches media law to communications students and also provides advice and 

consultancy on freedom of expression and media issues to various publishing and broadcasting clients 

both globally and in Thailand. A journalist of long standing, he frequently contributes news reports to 

Reuters and Dow Jones Newswires. 

Jens P. Van den Brink (jens.van.den.brink@kvdl.com) is a partner at Kennedy Van der Laan attorneys in 

Amsterdam, the Netherlands, specializes in intellectual property and media law. Apart from the more 

classical intellectual property rights, his practice concentrates on unlawful publications, media law, the 

law pertaining to counterfeit, as well as the gaming industry. Van den Brink acts for several major 

players in the Dutch media industry, including both conventional (newspapers, broadcasters, publishers) 

and new media (Internet, mobile telephony). He regularly publishes on these subjects. Van den Brink 

studied French at the University of Nice, France, and international and Dutch commercial law 



(specializing in intellectual property law) at the University of Amsterdam and Columbia University in 

New York. He also obtained a Master of Laws (LLM) at King’s College London, United Kingdom. 

Vincent Wang (vincentwang@glo.com.cn) is a partner based in the Shanghai office of Global Law Office, 

which in 1984 became the first law firm in the People’s Republic of China to take an international 

perspective on its business, fully embracing the outside world. Wang, formerly with Davis Wright 

Tremaine, covers media law, new and emerging technologies business operation, merger and 

acquisition, complex transactions, intellectual property, industrial regulatory and compliance, cyber 

security, data regulation and dispute resolution in a wide range of industries. Mr. Wang has in-depth 

experience expertise in offering comprehensive services to multinational company clients, including 

various multinational clients and renowned Chinese State-owned and private companies and multi- 

nationals such as ABB Enterprise Software, Amazon, American Express, Artnet, Bloomberg News, 

Consumer Reports, eBates, Forbes, Microsoft, Nike, The New York Times, Pearson, and Sony Pictures. 

Doreen Weisenhaus (doreen.weisenhaus@law.northwestern.edu) is a Senior Lecturer at Northwestern 

University’s Pritzker School of Law with a joint appointment at the Medill School of Journalism, Media, 

Integrated Marketing, and director of the Media Law and Policy Initiative. From 2000-2017, she taught 

media law and ethics at the University of Hong Kong, where she remains an Adjunct Associate Professor. 

Before HKU, she was City Editor of The New York Times and the first legal editor of The New York Times 

Magazine before becoming its law and politics editor. She was also editor-in-chief of The National Law 

Journal, a leading U.S. publication for lawyers; a prosecutor in New York City; a television news producer 

in Chicago, and a reporter for the Milwaukee Journal. She holds a BS in Journalism and a JD, both from 

Northwestern. She is also author of Hong Kong Media Law: A Guide for Journalists and Media 

Professionals (HKU Press, 2007 and expanded second edition 2014). She is lead editor and co-author of 

Media Law and Policy in the Internet Age (Hart Pub. Oxford, 2017). 

Youm Kyu Ho (youm@uoregon.edu) is the Jonathan Marshall First Amendment Chair at the University 

of Oregon School of Journalism and Communication, has published extensively about a wide range of 

media law topics over the years. His legal research has appeared in Journalism & Mass Communication 

Quarterly, Communication Law & Policy, International & Comparative Law Quarterly (London), George 

Washington Law Review, and the Stanford Journal of International Law, among others. Youm’s law 

journal articles have been cited by U.S. and foreign courts, including the Supreme Court in Great Britain, 

the High Court of Australia, the Supreme Court of Canada, and the Supreme Court of the Philippines. In 

addition, his published research has been used by media law practitioners in representing their clients in 

press freedom litigation. Youm has contributed op-ed articles to The New York Times, Straits Times 

(Singapore), and other papers. He has also been quoted by The New York Times, The Washington Post, 

and other major news media about freedom of expression issues. 


